
OH MY GOSH!!!  I am MAD FOR THE FALL CLOTHES!!! 

 Here is my list of must haves, wants and needs for fall  to update your wardrobe. 

Black drama from  

Elizabeth & James 
Sexy, slouchy from  

Free People 

Boho Cool from 

Ella Moss 

Comfort is key for fall 2016.  Sweatshirts and  hoodies are on the list along with layering as shown at Cuccinelli.  

Let’s seasonally adjust by layering.  (I have lots of tricks for this.)  

 There are plenty of “sleeves” that make great layering pieces.  

Easy layering piece from 
Vince in Black or Grey 

Cuccinelli zip hoodie with 
sheer layered shirt. 

This is the season of the blouse & top.  THEY ARE EVERYWHERE!  

I am going to scoop up one with bell sleeves. They are Fluttery, Flowy and Ready to Flirt! 



Black velvet, wine velvet, blush velvet, velvet shoes, velvet bags, EVERY COLOR in EVERYTHING VELVET!   

Don’t’ get me started on the chunky heel!  A TOTAL MUST HAVE.  Comfort + Style = LOVE 

 

OMG! From Alberta Ferretti.  

Teal velvet and chunky heel 
from Stuart Weitzman  

Smoking slipper in navy velvet 
from Gianvito Rossi.  

 A perfect twinset with denim 

Black velvet backpack  

from YSL 

Velvet jacket & track pant 

from Phillip Lim 

Chunky Heel shoes 

and booties—be still 

my heart  

PANTSUITS ARE BACK! 

A Mary Jane is a quick fall update.   

Makes everything look new.   

This fabulous example is from Gucci.  

TOTALLY COOL, Right?  

From Stuart Weitzman.   

Perfect update for skinny 
jeans and leggings.  

A terrific boot from Tory 

Burch. BTW, TB shoes look 

REALLY GOOD this season! 



My new favorite color combo:  PINK + YELLOW 

I’m all puffed up this fall!  A quilted puffer jacket is definitely on my list along with something luscious in 

leather.  A moto jacket, blazer, swing coat—ANYTHING in leather will do.  

As long as I am making a wish list, I want a bomber jacket!!!!  

A terrific topper from Anthropologie.  
Love the proportion. Terrific to layer 

over longer shirts and tops.  
Cool take on a puffer 

coat from Hadleigh’s 

Totally reversible 

bomber jacket from  

Elizabeth & James 



The color palette for Fall is FABULOUS.  A shade and tone for every skin type.   

PLUS, everything works back beautifully to navy and black. 



Socks ( that show) with pumps, sandals, 
booties.  Socks with shoes were shown on  

multiple runways.   
What do you think????? 

The newest “boyfriend” jean 

That 70’s show continues.  
Flares are strong for fall. 
Cropped or full length.  

Denim is MAJOR for Fall.   

Every type of leg is in fashion.  It’s all about how you style it.  Enjoy it all! 


